It is shown that if a group G=AB, where A and B are Abelian subgroups of G, A^B, and either A or B satisfies the maximum condition, then there is a normal subgroup N of G, N^G, such that N contains either A or B.
satisfies the maximum condition and if any one of three other conditions is satisfied, or, if both A and B are cyclic, then there is a proper normal subgroup containing one of the factors. This paper shows that additional conditions are not necessary, and establishes half of Schenkman's claim in a more general setting.
It should also be noted that recently B. Amberg [8] has announced that both of Schenkman's results hold in the more general setting where only one of the two factors is assumed to satisfy the maximum condition, and that additional facts about the structure of G = AB where both A and B are Abelian subgroups satisfying the maximum condition can be established.
Notation, definitions, and lemmas. (//) is the subgroup generated by the set H. (g, h)=g~1h~1gh. G' = ((g, h)\g and h are in G) is the commutator subgroup of G. G is metabelian provided G" is Abelian. C(D) = {x\xd=dx for all d e D) is the centralizer in G of the set D. Z=C(G) is the center of G.
A group A satisfies the maximum condition provided any ascending chain of subgroups is finite. For Abelian groups, this is equivalent to the condition that A is finitely generated.
For a finitely generated Abelian group A, let R(A) be the torsion free rank of A and let T(A) be the order of the torsion subgroup of A.
Let G = AB be a product of Abelian subgroups and let N be a normal subgroup of G. The following result of Itô is, of course, basic to this work.
Lemma 2 (Itô [1, Theorem 1] ). Each (finite or infinite) group, which may be represented as the product of two Abelian subgroups, is metabelian.
The next result can essentially be found in both Sesekin [3] and Schenkman [4] . Finally this last lemma, which can be found in Schenkman [4] , will turn out to be crucial. Lemma 4. If H={a)C, where C is a normal Abelian subgroup and a is an element of H, then H' = {(a, c)\c e C}.
Proof.
Let T={(a, c)\c e C). Then for any c, c0 e C, (a, c)(a, c0) = a~1c-1ac(a~1c0~1a)c0=a~1c~laa~1c0~1acc0=(a, cc0) since C is normal and Abelian. Also (a, c)~1 = c~1a~1ca=a~1cac~1=(a, c_1) for the same reasons.
Thus T is a subgroup. Now H/C is Abelian, so we have TçH'çC.
Thus to show that T is normal in //it suffices to show that Tis invariant under conjugation by a.
But (a, c)a = (aa, ca) = (a, ca), so Tis normal in H.
Clearly {a)TjTis in the center of H/T. But since C is Abelian, this means that H/T is Abelian and //' £ T.
Theorem.
If the group G = AB, where A and B are Abelian subgroups of G, At¿B, and either A or B satisfies the maximum condition, then there is a normal subgroup NofG, N^G, such that A^N or B^N.
Proof.
Assume A satisfies the maximum condition. Suppose the theorem is false. Let G = AB be a counterexample.
(1) GVl, Aj¿G, Bj¿G, and AG' = G=BG'.
Proof. A^B, and so either G^A or G^B. If G'=l, then G is Abelian and so one of the factors would be a proper normal subgroup of G. Thus G'^l. Since A and B are Abelian, and G is not, we have A^G and Bj^G. AG' and BG' are normal subgroups of G containing A and B respectively, so we must have AG' = G=BG'. Now let G = AB be a minimal counterexample in the following sense: If G0=A0B0 is any other counterexample, then R(A)^R(A0), and if
R(A) = R(A0), then T(A)^T(A0). In addition:
(2) We may assume Br\G'=\.
Proof. Let D = Br\G'. Both B and G' are Abelian, so G = BG' £ C(D).
Thus /)£Z, and in particular, D is normal in G.
Suppose AD=B. Then we have G = AB=AAD=AD = B, and this is impossible by (1) . So ADj^B.
We now In G/D we have (G¡D)' = G'¡D since flgC, and so (GjD)'r\(B¡D)=\.
Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume jBnG'=l. Now ^4^1 since G is not Abelian. Let a^\ be an element of A. Let G0=((a)G')'. (a)G' is normal in G and G0 is characteristic in (a)G', so G0 is normal in G. Clearly G0 is a subgroup of G', and so ^ nG0= 1 =Br\Gü.
(6) G0^l. Proof. Suppose G0= 1. Then G' centralizes a. /4 is also in the centralizer of a, so a e A r\Z. But a# 1 and this contradicts (4) . Similarly B=B0. We also have G = AG' = A0G0, so G' = G0(A0 n G') £ G0(/l n G') = G0, so G' = G0. We can now conclude the proof. By Lemma 4, G0 = {(a, g)|g e G'}. But a e A = A0, so a-1 e ^0. By definition, there is an element b e B such that ar^b e G0. Thus there is an element geG' such that a~~1b = (a,g). So ¿> = g~xag. G = AB however so g = a0b0 for some a0eA, b0eB. Thus b = b^1a^aa0b0=ba1ab0. Conjugating by b^1 we get \^a=b e Ac\B. Contradiction.
